Contract Manufacturing Engineers
Specialising in:
Mandrel Bending, Section Rolling, Coded Welding

ABECK group Summary

ABECK Group. It’s a name many know. You may also
know of us as A Bending Company – the pipe bending
and grating experts. Perhaps we’ve made ourselves
familiar as Kazed Industrial Solutions – custom
fabricating modular pipe fittings, handrails and safety
barriers. No matter how you may know of us, the
ABECK Group of companies has been providing
outstanding ‘build to print’ engineering solutions for
over 25 years.
Australian owned and operated, ABECK Group’s
reputation for quality and innovation has been proven
in thousands of projects across vast industry sectors
including; oil & gas, mining, manufacturing,
commercial construction, defence, infrastructure
and utilities.
Engineering may be at our core, but what is it that
really sets ABECK Group apart? It’s a belief that
building relationships comes first and foremost,
and that communication is key. We are naturally
inquisitive, listening to the needs of our customers
before brainstorming new and innovative ways to
solve their problems.
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At ABECK Group, we’re team players, mindful that we
may be only a small cog within a much larger wheel.
Flexible and versatile, we have a ‘can do’ attitude and
take a no-hassle approach. Quality is non-negotiable,
however. To ensure the very best outcomes, we pay
meticulous attention to every detail of a project, engage
in rigorous quality control and testing, and keep abreast
of the very latest in research and ideas.
Today sees us welcome a new chapter, as ABECK
Group further consolidates, to provide our customers
with complete engineering solutions based on a wealth
of expertise, knowledge and innovation. From research
and development to design and fabrication, from
project management to ongoing maintenance and
support – we will continue to deliver on time, on cost
and on quality.

Solving your every engineering
challenge

ABECK Group Profile

Our Vision

Our Mission

Solving our clients engineering
problems – on time, on cost and
on quality.

To provide excellence in Engineered
Structural Steel Components to
customers while maintaining and
improving the quality and quantity
of manufacturing jobs in Australia.

Our Values
• Customer satisfaction and service come first;
• Maintain honesty, fairness and integrity at all times;
• Value respect for every individual;
• Promote individual productivity and personal accountability;
• Drive continuous innovation; and
• Steadfast commitment to excellence in all aspects of the business.
Together, ABECK Group is committed to providing a safe and respectful
environment for workers and customers alike by encouraging fearless
competition, ceaseless collaboration and boundless innovation.
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ABECK Group Capabilities

ABECK Group is an industrial engineering company
with a vast range of ‘build to print’ capabilities and
strategic alliances in Australia (East & West Coast)
and South East Asia including:

STRUCTURAL STEEL
COMPONENTS
• Coded Welding to ASME IX, AS1554.1 GP & SP,
AS4100

SAFETY ACCESS EQUIPMENT
• Handrail Systems – Modular, Ball Stanchion & Welded;
• Stairs;
• Catwalks;
• Heavy Load Flooring & Grating;

INDUSTRIES SERVED
• Resources Sector - Oil & Gas, Mining;

• ISO 9001:2008 certified company

• Industrial Infrastructure;

• Pipe Spooling

• Road & Rail;

• Mandrel Bending & Section Rolling

• Power Generation & Distribution;

• Structural Tube & Pipe Components/Sub-assemblies

• Industrial Processing;
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ABECK GROUP KEY POINTS

INDUSTRY SECTORS SERVICED

• ISO 9001 Accreditation

• Commercial & Industrial Infrastructure

• Defence accredited supplier

• Offshore Oil & Gas

• Multi-level manufacturing in-house

• Mining & Resources

• Steel Cutting

• Water Utilities

• Tube & Pipe Bending,

• Power Generation

• Section rolling
• Coded Welding/Fabrication - ASME IX, AS1554.1
SP & GP
• Outsourced Finishing: NACE painting, Galvanising,
Zinc Plating, Powder Coating
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ABECK Group Offshore Capability
with Local Fabrication Support
ABECK has the capability through its alliance partners
to supply pressure vessels to “U”, “U2”, “S”, “R” and
“NB.” Stamps conforming to the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and the National Board
of Boiler & Pressure Vessel Inspection codes, along with
British Standard PD5500 and EN 13445 with MIX-Match
Onshore & Offshore manufacturing approach.
Moreover, fabrication and welding to AS1210, AS1228,
AS1697, AS2885, AS4041, AS1554, AS3992 & ASME VIII
Div1.
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ABECK Group Key Customers
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ABECK Group Cost Saving Solutions
MITRED/WELDED VS BENT/WELDED VS MODULAR

Mitred/Welded

Bent/Welded

Modular

Cost: $20,968

Cost: $16,140

Cost: $11,876

Saving: –

Saving: 23.1%

Saving: 43.4%

CONOCO-PHILLIPS
BAYU-UNDAN PLATFORM

MELBOURNE – EASTERN
TREATMENT PLANT UPGRADE

A valve upgrade created an unsafe safety rail, and a
restart delay caused panic, modular handrails installed
within 48 hours compared to 1-2 weeks for welded style.

Assembled on site by Semi- Skilled Labour, overall cost
saving to contractor of 37% compared to Welded
‘Monowills’ style.
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ABECK Group
Industry Associations & Social Media

facebook.com/ABeCKGroup
linkedin.com/company/ABECKgroup
South East Melbourne Manufacturing Alliance since
2008 ‘SEMMA’

Quality
ISO 9001
7343

The American Chamber of Commerce in Australia
‘AmCham’

Industrial Capability Network ‘ICN’

South East Business Networks ‘SEBN’

ABECK Group Head Office:
4 Monterey Rd Dandenong
Victoria 3175 Australia

ABECK Perth Office:
28 Baile Road Canning Vale
WA 6155 Australia

Email: sales@abeckgroup.com.au

Web: www.abeckgroup.com.au

